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Abstract 
Main, M.G. and D.L. Black, Semantic models for total correctness and fairness, Theoretical 
Computer Science 107 (1993) 305-332. 
Assertional s-rings are introduced to provide an algebraic setting in which the finite and infinite 
behavior of nondeterministic programs can be expressed and reasoned about. This includes express- 
ing the fair infinite behavior of nondeterministic terative programs, and reasoning about termina- 
tion under various fairness assumptions. We also address the question of when the reasoning 
techniques are semantically complete. 
1. Background and motivation 
The purpose of this paper is to provide an algebraic setting for reasoning about the 
control structures of iterative nondeterministic programs. The algebra supports 
reasoning about termination (i.e., total correctness) and about fair nondeterministic 
constructions. To quote Kuich and Salomaa [8]: “The tools from linear algebra make 
the proofs computational in nature and, consequently, more satisfactory from the 
mathematical point of view than the customary proofs.” 
This algebraic approach to the semantics of programs also underlies dynamic logic 
(e.g., [6,7]), and our particular approach owes much to the assertional categories of 
Manes [13-15-J and the use of the Boolean algebra of guards within a zero-sum-free 
semiring [16]. The major addition of our work to this earlier research is the algebraic 
treatment of nontermination and fairness. 
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Our starting point is a familiar idea: Nondeterministic programs denote elements in 
an algebraic structure, which is almost a semiring. Each of the usual syntactic 
constructions on programs (such as IF-THEN-ELSE or WHILE-DO) has a corresponding 
semantic operation that is defined in the algebra. Boolean expressions, used as 
pre-conditions and post-conditions about programs, are elements in a Boolean 
algebra of “guards”, which exists as a subset of the algebra. Because of this, the usual 
program assertions (involving a pre-condition, aprogram, and a post-condition) can be 
proved algebraically, using the laws of the algebra. Moreover, we show algebraically 
that the usual Hoare rules for proving total correctness assertions are valid -and if 
certain conditions (given in Section 6) are valid, then the entire Hoare calculus (in- 
cluding rules for termination of fair nondeterministic loops) is “semantically complete”. 
This use of the Boolean algebra of guards in a semiring was proposed by Manes and 
Bensen [16] and had some of its motivation from [9, lo]. It has been further 
developed by Manes and Arbib [13-151, who use partially additive semirings which 
are morphism sets in a certain kind of category, called an assertional category. They 
develop a calculus for proving partial-correctness assertions about programs, and this 
calculus was recently shown by Bloom to be sound and complete in the setting of 
iterative algebraic theories [l]. The semirings used by Manes and Arbib possess 
a unary operations * which meets the axiom s* =ss* + 1. The * is used to provide 
semantic operations for iterative constructions by solving iteration equations-in the 
spirit of Elgot [3,4] and dynamic logic, In general, these semantic operations ignore 
infinite iterative behavior and are not appropriate for expressing total-correctness 
assertions (i.e., assertions where termination is guaranteed).’ 
With this in mind, we introduce another unary operation co, where the axiom 
so0 = SP is met. Intuitively, sm is the result of executing s infinitely often (in the 
same way that s* is the result of executing sfinitely often). The meaning of an iterative 
program is still a solution to the usual iteration equation, but the solution is 
constructed using both the * and the m operations. Whereas the original approach 
(using only *) provided a calculus for partial-correctness assertions, the new approach 
(with * and “) yields a calculus for total-correctness assertions. 
In addition, the two unary operations can be combined in various ways that express 
different kinds of fair behavior within a DO-OD loop (as presented by Francez [S]). 
An earlier report on this research appeared in [l 11. 
2. S-rings and a concrete xample 
2.1. S-rings 
In the previous section, we said that nondeterministic programs will denote ele- 
ments in a certain kind of algebra. This algebra is almost a semiring: The “almost” 
’ Total-correctness assertions have been studied by Manes and Arbib in one assertional category (the 
category of partial functions -suitable for deterministic programs), but it is unclear whether the technique 
extends to other assertional categories. 
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occurs because our primary example violates the semiring law s 0 = 0. But apart from 
this violation, the structure is a semiring. We refer to this algebraic structure as an 
s-ring (think of a semiring with something missing). Formally, an s-ring is a set S with 
two binary operations (+ and .) and two distinct constants (0 and 1) such that 
(1) (S, +, 0) is a commutative monoid; 
(2) (S,. , 1) is a monoid; 
(3) multiplication ( +) distributes over addition (+) on both sides; and 
(4) for all SES: O.s=O. 
A zero-sum-free s-ring also has the following axiom: 
(5) for all .9,&S: s+t=O iff s=O=t. 
We will use the typical semiring notation with s-rings, writing st instead of set, and 
assuming that multiplication has precedence over addition in expressions like s + tu. If 
s is an element of an s-ring and i is a natural number, then si denotes the multiplication 
of i copies of s (with so defined as 1). 
2.2. The s-ring of strict relations 
A simple example can clarify the representation of nondeterministic programs by 
elements of an s-ring. For this example, consider a setting where each program 
computes in some fixed “state space” D. Thus, each execution of a program starts in 
some state dED and, if it terminates, will finish in some state LED. There may also be 
nonterminating executions, which start in some state, but fail to terminate. 
A nondeterministic program denotes a binary relation on DI, where DI is the set 
D plus a new element I, which represents the “result” of a program that is in an 
unending computation. Intuitively, the relation denoted by a program is the state- 
transition for the program: ifs is a relation denoting a program, and (d, e)Es, then the 
corresponding program is capable of mapping an initial state d to a final state e. If 
e= I then the program has a nonterminating execution starting in state d. We also 
require each program’s relation to map I to 1 and nowhere else ((I, e)os iff e = I). 
This means that if the input to s came from a nonterminating program, then s cannot 
fix this. A relation with this behavior for I is called strict. 
Now we focus on the algebraic structure of the set of all strict binary relations on 
Dl. We call this set of relations A and note that it forms an s-ring. Addition in A is 
union of relations, so (d, e)Es + t iff (d, e&s or (d, e)Et. Multiplication is composition of 
relations, so (d, e)Est if there exists some CEDE with (d, C)ES and (c, e)Et. The multipli- 
cative identity (1) is the identity relation ((d, d)ldED,), and the zero (0) is the smallest 
strict relation ((I, I)}. These s-ring operations correspond to operations on pro- 
grams. Ifs and t represent programs, then st is the composite program (“first do s, then 
do t”). The union relation s + t is a program which can behave like either s or t (“a 
nondeterministic hoice between s and t”). 
Certain relations in A do not correspond to programs, but they have another 
important interpretation. These are the relations which are subrelations of 1. Such 
a relation, called a guard, has two choices for each deD: either d is related to d (and 
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nothing else) or d is related to nothing. A predicate p on D can be interpreted as the 
guard {(d, d)lp(d) or d = _L }. Note that (I, I) is included since we are dealing with 
strict relations. For a guard p and a state d, we say that d satisjies p provided that 
(d, d)Ep. Each guard p has a complement guard j, such that p + j = 1 and pp = 0 = pp. 
A state from D satisfies exactly one of p and 6. 
2.3. Conditional programs and iteration 
Let b be a guard and, let s and t be relations. The relation for a conditional program 
IF b THEN s ELSE t is expressed in the s-ring of relations as bs + ht. 
To express the relation for an iterative program WHILE b DO s, we use two unary 
operations on relations. For any ueA, define u* to be the reflexive and transitive 
closure of u. And define u O” to be {(d, I) 1 d lies on an infinite u-path}. An infinite u-path 
is a countably infinite sequence d,,, dl , . . . , such that for all i>O, (diy di+l)EU. With 
these operations, the meaning of WHILE b DO s is (bs)” + (bs)*b. The left term provides 
the nonterminating behavior of the loop, and the right term provides the terminating 
behavior. 
The * and m can also be used to express various kinds offuir iteration. For example, 
consider the program 
WHILE b DO(S1 OR S,), 
where OR indicates a nondeterministic hoice, In the usual semantics, this WHILE loop 
may have infinite computations which do not execute each of the choices (si and s2) 
infinitely often, If we let t = bsl + bsz, then the usual meaning of the loop is tm + t*b, 
But this kind of program has also been studied using various fairness assumptions 
(see [S]). The simplest fairness assumption is to forbid infinite computations that do 
not choose both branches infinitely often. In our algebra, the meaning of the loop with 
this fairness assumption is 
(t* bsl t* bs,)” + t*b, 
where t is defined as in the previous paragraph. Intuitively, the second term represents 
the finite behaviors and the first term represents fair infinite behaviors. Later we will 
show how to express other kinds of fairness. 
In a moment, we will introduce assertional s-rings, which are s-rings with two 
additional operations * and co. But first we explain how assertions about programs are 
given in the s-ring of strict relations. 
2.4. Assertion semantics and psi = 0 
In assertion semantics, reasoning about programs occurs in terms of a pre-condi- 
tion p and a post-condition 4. These conditions are guards (i.e., predicates on states), 
and in order for a program s to be totally correct with respect o the conditions, the 
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following must hold: whenever the program s starts in a state which satisfies p, then it 
will end in a state which satisfies q. The notation [p] s [q] is an assertion that s is 
totally correct for pre-condition p and post-condition q. 
In the s-ring of strict relations, correctness of a program s with respect to pre- 
condition p and post-condition q is simply psq = 0. The intuitive translation of this 
equality says that certain mappings are forbidden by s: Specifically, it is not possible 
to start in a state LED such that p(d) holds, (d, C)ES, and q(e) fails to hold. Also, it is not 
possible to start in a state &D such that p(d) holds and (d, J_)Es, since this would 
imply (d, I)~psq # 0. Thus, psi = 0 expresses total correctness:  cannot fail to termin- 
ate when it is started in a state that satisfies p. 
Manes [13-151 used the equation pscj =0 in the setting of assertional categories. 
However, in these papers, the equation expressed partial correctness of nondetermin- 
istic programs (termination was not guaranteed). 
3. Program denotations in assertional s-rings 
The previous section illustrated the idea that nondeterministic programs denote 
elements in an s-ring of relations, and Boolean expressions denote guards in this 
s-ring. We now generalize this idea as follows: Nondeterministic programs denote 
elements in a certain kind of s-ring called an assertional s-ring, defined in this section. 
Boolean expressions denote a certain kind of element, which we will call a guard, and 
correctness assertions about programs are proved by showing algebraic identities of 
the form psi = 0. We begin by defining the meaning of a guard in an arbitrary s-ring, 
and observing some of the properties of guards. 
3.1. The boolean algebra of guards 
In the s-ring of relations, we defined special relations called guards, which corres- 
pond to “state predicates”. A similar notion is available in any s-ring, as defined here. 
Definition 3.1. Let S be an s-ring. A guard of S is an element p such that for some YES: 
p + j = 1 and pj = 0 = jp. The element j is called the complement of p. The set of all 
guards of S is denoted by GUARDs. 
Manes and Benson [16] showed that the set of guards in any zero-sum-free 
semiring forms a Boolean algebra, with the partial order s< t iff there exists u with 
s+u= t. This order, called the sum-ordering, is not always a partial order on a semi- 
ring (anti-symmetry can fail). But for a zero-sum-free semiring, it is a Boolean-algebra 
order on the guards and 0 is the minimum element in the semiring. 
Manes and Benson’s results also hold for zero-sum-free s-rings: the guards form 
a Boolean algebra under the sum-order, and 0 is the minimum element in the s-ring. In 
the Boolean algebra of guards, the minimum guard is 0, the maximum guard is 1, the 
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“meet” of p and q is pq and the “join” of p and q is p + fiq. If W is a set of guards and the 
join (or least upper bound) of W exists, then we denote this by VW or sometimes 
V PCWP. 
3.2. Assertional s-rings 
Now we can define assertional s-rings, which we will use as semantic models of 
nondeterministic programming languages. 
Definition 3.2. An assertional s-ring is a zero-sum-free s-ring S, with two unary 
operations (* and “) which meet the following axioms. For all s, teS and 
WC GUARDS: 
(1) Closure axiom: s* = ss* + 1. 
(2) Iteration axiom: (Vi. rsi t = 0) implies rs* t = 0. 
(3) ZnJnity axiom: SOD = ssm = sm t. 
(4) Continuity axiom: When VW exists then ( VJIE W. ps =0) implies (V W) s = 0. 
We write the unary operations using postfix notation, and these have higher 
precedence than the s-ring operations in expressions. For example, ssm is s(sm). The 
motivation for the two new operations and their axioms comes from the correspond- 
ing operations in the s-ring of strict relations over DI (see Section 2.3). The intuition 
behind the axiom ssm = sm t is that sm represents infinite behaviors: therefore, any- 
thing which follows P will never be reached. 
3.3. Program constructs and correctness assertions 
Assertional s-rings provide semantic models for nondeterministic programming 
languages. In general, nondeterministic programs denote elements in an assertional 
s-ring, and Boolean expressions denote guards in the same s-ring. 
Within any assertional s-ring, the usual program constructs, such as IF-THEN-ELSE 
and WHILE-DO can be represented algebraically, as discussed in Section 2. Also, the 
identity psq = 0 is important when p and q are guards and s denotes a program, since 
this corresponds to the total correctness assertion [p] s [q]. Because of this, we will 
use the [p] s [q] notation to express the equality psi = 0. 
The remainder of this paper gives algebraic demonstrations of rules for showing 
correctness assertions for various different forms of the program s. When s has the 
form of one of the usual program constructions (such as bs, +6s2 for the program 
IF b THEN s1 ELSE s,), then the demonstrated rules will be the usual Hoare rules for total 
correctness assertions. This includes rules for fair iterative constructions. 
In effect: every assertional s-ring comes with the “semantic operations for program- 
ming” and the “Hoare calculus of programs” as standard equipment. 
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4. Some basic rules 
This section provides basic rules for proving [p] s [q], where s has one of the forms 
s1s2, s1 +sz, (si)*, or (s~)~. We also present rules that correspond to the consequence 
rule and the disjunction rule of the Hoare calculus. Some of the proofs are based on 
results in [15, Section 3.33 -although the proofs are changed to avoid using SO = 0. 
Throughout this section and the rest of the paper, we will assume a fixed assertional 
s-ring, using the letters s, t (sometimes with subscripts) for arbitrary elements. We will 
use b, p, q, r (sometimes with subscripts) for arbitrary guards. 
4.1. Composition 
This section gives a rule for proving a correctness assertion of the form [p] st [q]. 
Composition rule. [p] s [q] and [q] t [r] imply [p] st [r]. 
Proof. We are given psi = 0 = qtf, and we must show pst?= 0. 
pstr=ps(q+q)tr=psqtr+psqtr=psO+Otr 
=pso+o=pso+psq=ps(o+q)=psq=o 
Note the bit of extra work because we cannot immediately conclude that ps 0 = 0. 0 
In general, this rule is not semantically complete-meaning that even when 
[p] st [r] is true, there might not be any guard q such that [p] s [q] and [q] t [r]. We 
will address this more in Sections 6-8. 
4.2. Addition 
This section gives a rule for proving a correctness assertion of the form [p] s + t [q]. 
This rule is semantically complete, meaning that it is sufficient for any assertion of this 
form. 
Addition rule. [p] s + t [q] $f [p] s [q] and [p] t [q]. 
Proof. 
CPI s+t Cd 
- psj+ptq=o 
0 psq=o=ptq 
* C~lsCd and [PI tCs1. 
The second equivalence is valid from the zero-sum-free law. 0 
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4.3. The consequence rule and the disjunction rule 
In the usual Hoare calculus, a valid program assertion remains valid when the 
pre-condition is weakened or the post-condition is strengthened. This section gives the 
corresponding rule for assertional s-rings. In this section, we use Boolean algebra 
terminology on guards; so, for example, “qI implies q 2” means q1 q2 = q1 (which is also 
equivalent o the program assertion [qt] 1 [qz]). 
Consequence rule. Suppose p2 implies pl, and q1 implies q2, and [p1] s [ql]. Then 
CP21 s cq21- 
Proof. The two assumptions about implications are equivalent to the program 
assertions [p2] 1 [p1] and [ql] 1 [q2]. From two applications of the composition 
rule, Cp21 1 Cp1l and CPII s Gel and CqIl 1 Cd imply CPA 1s 1 IId. This is just the 
result we need, since Is 1 = s. 0 
Another rule in the Hoare calculus is the disjunction rule, which follows immedi- 
ately from our continuity axiom. 
Disjunction rule. Let W be a set of guards such that V W exists, and suppose that for all 
PEW, CPI s Cd. men CV WI s Cd. 
4.4. The * operation 
The rule for the * operation is the following. 
Iteration Rule. Suppose there exists a guard p such that q implies p, and [p] s [p], and 
p implies r. Then [q] s* [r]. 
Proof. An induction on i shows that [p] si [p] is valid for all i, and by the iteration 
axiom this implies [p] s* [p], Using the consequence rule (together with “q implies p” 
and “p implies r”), yields the needed result: [q] s* [r]. q 
4.5. The m operation 
The correctness rule for [p] sm [q] is notable because it is independent of the 
post-condition q. This matches our intuition that sco consists of the behaviors 
resulting from executing sinfinitely often- so that the post-condition is never reached! 
Thus, [p] s* [q] really means that the pre-condition p is sufficient o guarantee that 
there will be no “infinite paths” in sm. Thus, instead of proving assertions [p] sm [q] 
with arbitrary post-conditions, we will generally only prove them with the post- 
condition 1 (true). Theorem 4.1 provides the formal justification for this. 
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Theorem 4.1. [p] s* [q] ifl [p] S* [l]. 
Proof. The equivalence follows from the derivation 
[p] sm [q] 0 ps”Cj=O 0 ps’O =o 0 ps”O=O 0 [p] so0 [l]. 
The second and third equivalences follow from sm t = s OD, which is part of the infinity 
axiom. 0 
Notation. Because the post-condition does not matter, we will sometimes write 
TERM( p, t) as notation for [p] cm [q]. 
Now we give the general rule for proving an assertion TERM(p, t). 
Infinity rule. Let (I, <) be a well-founded set. And for each kl, let pi be a guard such 
that 
CPil t V Pj * [ 1 j<i 
Also suppose that p implies Vierpi_ Then TERM(p, t). 
Proof. To begin, we show that for any &I, [pi] tm [l]. The proof is by well-founded 
induction on I. For this induction, let kl, and suppose (for the induction hypo- 
thesis) that, whenever j< i, [pi] tm [l]. From the disjunction rule, this implies 
[ Vj < ipi] t m [ 11. This is combined with the given assertion [pi] t [ Vj < i pi] to yield 
[pi] ttOD [l]. But P = t”O (by the infinity axiom), so this last assertion is just 
[pi] tm Cl], and this completes the induction. 
Finally, since we have shown [pi] tOD [l] for all iel, the disjunction rule implies 
[Vi,rPi] tW [l], or equivalently TERM(Vi,rpi, t). Since p implies Vierpi, the needed 
result then follows from the consequence rule. 0 
A combination of the composition rule and the infinity rule will be useful later on. 
“-composition rule. Suppose tI, tl, . . . , t, are any elements in the s-ring. Let (I, -c) be 
a well-founded set and for each kI, let pi be a guard such that 
Vm(l<m<n). CPil LCPil, 
3m UGmGn). CPil L CVj<iPjl- 
Also suppose that p implies Vio,Pi. Then TERM(p, tl tz . . . tn). 
Proof. Let t=t 1 t z . . . t,. As in the previous proof, we can show (by well-founded 
induction on I) that for any &Z, [pi] cm [l]. From this and the disjunction rule it 
follows that [Vi,Ipi] tm [l]. Since p implies Vio,pi, the needed result then follows 
from the consequence rule. 0 
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5. Hoare calculus in assertional s-rings 
The previous section gave rules for proving correctness assertions about programs 
constructed with the addition, multiplication, * and O3 operations in any assertional 
s-ring. In this section, these four operations are used to define compound operations 
in an assertional s-ring, corresponding to typical operations on programs (such as 
IF-THEN-ELSE and WHILE-DO). The results of Section 4 are then used to prove that the 
usual rules of the Hoare calculus are valid in any s-ring. This includes rules about 
certain fair iteration constructions. 
5.1. IF-THEN-ELSE 
Suppose that b is a guard denoting a Boolean expression B, and s, t are elements 
denoting some syntactic programs S and T. Then the syntactic program 
IF B THEN S ELSE T is denoted by the element bs +i t. 
Notation. For any guard b and any elements s, t, we use the mnemonic notation 
IFbTHENSELSE t for bs+bt. 
The usual Hoare calculus rule for IF-THEN-ELSE provides a necessary and sufficient 
condition for proving assertions about these programs. 
IF rule. [p] IF b THEN s ELSE t [q] ifl [pb] s [q] and [pb] t [q]. 
Proof. 
[p] IF b THEN S ELSE t [q] 
* [PI bs + Et Cd 
* [PI bs Cd and CPI bt Cd 
o pbsj=O=pbtj 
* Cpbl s Cd and CP~I t Cd. 
Note that the second equivalence follows from the addition rule. 0 
5.2. Iteration 
Suppose that b is a guard denoting a Boolean expression B, and s is an element 
denoting some syntactic program S. Then the syntactic program ~HILEBM) S is 
denoted by the element (bs)” + (bs)*& Intuitively, (bs)” gives the infinite behavior of 
the WHILE loop, and (bs)*& gives the finite behaviors. 
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Notation. For any guard b and any element s, we use the mnemonic notation 
WHILE b DO s for (bs)” + (bs)*&. 
The usual Hoare calculus rule for WHILE-DO is valid for proving assertions about 
these programs. 
WHILE rule. Suppose the following two conditions hold (where or is a join in the Boolean 
algebra of guards): 
Partial correctness. There exists a guard p (the “loop invariant”) such that q implies p, 
and [pb] s [p], and p implies (b or r). 
Termination. There exists a well-founded set (I, <) and a guard pi for each icl such 
that 
(i) for every kI: [pib] s [ Vj < ipj], and 
(ii) q implies Vio,pi* 
Then [q] WHILE b DO s [r]. 
Proof. Assume that the two conditions hold. We must prove [q] WHILE b DO s [r] or 
equivalently, both 
(1) TERM(q, bs), and 
(2) Cd W* 6 PI. 
Assertion (1) will follow from the termination condition, and assertion (2) from partial 
correctness. 
For (l), we can rewrite part (i) of termination as 
ViEI. CPtl bsCVj<iPjl* 
This rewriting makes termination equivalent to the hypothesis of the infinity rule 
(taking bs as t in that rule). Therefore, the infinity rule implies TERM(Vis,pi, bs). This 
and “q implies Vis,pi” (together with the consequence rule) implies (1). 
For (2), we can rewrite partial correctness as: 
q implies p, and [p] bs [p], and p implies (b or r). 
This is now in a form where the iteration rule can be applied, which implies 
[q] (bs)* [b or r] or, equivalently, 0 = q(bs)* (b or r) = q(bs)* 6 f. Since this last expres- 
sion is 0, we have [q] (bs)* i; [r], as required. 0 
5.3. Fair iteration 
In Section 2.3 we discussed the program WHILE bDo(s, OR s2). Using a simple 
fairness assumption which forbids an infinite computation from eventually ignoring 
one of the directions, this program has the algebraic meaning: 
(t* bs, t* bs2)m + t*6, 
where t is defined as bs, + bsz. 
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In proving correctness assertions about such a program, the second term (t*6, 
which represents terminating behavior) can be handled using the partial correctness 
condition of the WHILE rule. The first term -representing the fair infinite behavior-can 
be handled with the following rule, which is motivated by the “unconditional fair 
termination” rule of [S]. 
Fair--WHILE termination rule. Let (I, c) be a well-founded set andfor each iEI, let pr be 
a guard such that 
(i) for all k (1 < k<2): bib] Sk [pi], and 
(ii)firsome k(l<k<2): [pib]Sk[Vj<ipj]. 
Also suppose that p implies ViE,pi. 
Then TERM(p, t* bs, t* bsz), where t = (bsI + bsl). 
Proof. We will show that the hypothesis of the m -composition rule (Section 4.5) is met, 
by breaking (t* bs, t* bsz) into the four pieces tl = t*, t2 = bsI, t3 = t*, and t4 = bsz. For 
the first part of the “-composition hypothesis, we must show that for all iEZ 
‘J’m (1 <mG+. CPil t* [PiI* 
For m = 2 and m =4, this is just the satement (i). For m = 1 and m = 3, we have t, = t*, 
so we must show that [pi] t* [Pi] (for all iel). Toward this goal, let i be some element 
of I and note that by the iteration axiom it is sufficient to show that [pi] tj [pi] 
for ail natural numbers j. We prove this by induction on j: For the base case 
([Pi1 to CPil) 
For the induction step, assume [pi] tj [pi] for some j. Also note that [pi] t [Pi] follows 
from the addition rule since 
t = bsI + bsl (by definition), 
CPil bsl CPil (by (Oh and 
CPil bsz CPil (by (9). 
Combining [pi] t’bi] and [pi] t [pi] with the composition rule yields [pi] tj+i [pi], 
which completes the induction. 
For the second part of the m -composition hypothesis, we must show that for all iEZ 
3m (lGmG4). [pi]tm V pj . [ 1 j4i 
But for any iEZ, this follows immediately from (ii)-in fact, we know that it must be 
valid for either m = 2 or m = 4. Cl 
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5.4. Weak and strong fair iteration 
Guarded iteration, introduced by Dijksta [2], has the following form: 
This is a loop where each iteration will execute one of the Si where the corresponding 
guard (bi) is true. When both the guards become false, the loop terminates. In general, 
the number of directions could be more than two, but for clarity we will handle only 
the two-direction case. 
To define the meaning of the loop, it will be useful to use the abbreviations BODY for 
(b, s1 f b2s2), and b for bI V b2. Informally, BODY is one iteration of the body of the 
loop, and b is the condition for continuing the loop. With these definitions, the 
meaning of the guarded iteration will always have the following form: 
(.-a)” +BoDY*ii, 
Then (-.-)” portion indicates the infinite computations, while BODY*~ indicates the 
terminating computations. The (...) will vary, depending on the particular fairness 
assumptions that we choose. 
In general, proving a program assertion about a DO-OD program requires partial 
correctness ([p] BODY * 6 [q]) and TERM(p, . . . ). Partial correctness can be handled in 
the same way as in Section 5.2, so we do not deal with that here. Thus, this section is 
concerned with proving termination assertions of the form TERM(p, . . . ) for various 
forms of (--a) which arise from different fairness assumptions about guarded iteration. 
No-fairness assumption. With no-fairness assumption, the algebraic meaning of the 
infinite part of the DO-OD loop is just BODY OD. The rule for proving its termination is as 
follows. 
DO-OD termination rule. Let (I, <) be a well-founded set and for each &I, let pi be 
a guard such that 
for all k (lGkG2): [pibk]sk[Vj<ipj]. 
Also suppose that p implies Vie,pi* Then TERM(p, BODY). 
Proof. Consider any iEI. Since [pi bk] sk [Vi < i pi] holds for both k = 1 and k = 2, we 
also have [pi] bl s1 + b2s2 [Vj < ipj], which is equivalent o 
CPiI BODY VPj 
[ 1 * jci 
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But this is just the hypothesis of the infinity rule of Section 4.5; therefore, 
TERM( Vis,piP BODY). Since p implies ViErpi, the needed result then follows from the 
consequence rule. Cl 
Weak-fairness assumption. The assumption of weak fairness forbids an infinite path 
from ignoring a direction when the corresponding uard is always true at the choice 
point. More precisely, for each direction k, an infinite path must either take direction 
k infinitely often or have bl, false infinitely often when the choice occurs. Algebraically, 
the weakly fair infinite paths are expressed as 
Intuitively, a weakly fair infinite path must execute direction 1 infinitely often, unless 
guard b1 fails infinitely often- hence the subterm (b, s1 + 6,b,). And similarly for 
direction 2. 
The rule for proving termination of a DO-OD loop with the weak-fairness assump- 
tion is as follows. The rule is based on the weakly fair termination rule of [S]. 
Weakly fair termination rule. Let (I, < ) be a well-founded set and for each &I, let pi be 
a guard such that 
(i) for all k (l<k<2): [pibk]sk[pi]y and 
(ii) fir some k (16 k < 2): [pi bk] sk [ Vi < i pi], and pi 6k implies Vi < i pi. 
Also suppose that p implies Visrpi. Then 
TERM(p, BODY*(b1s1+~1b~)BODY*(b2s2+~2bl)). 
Proof. We can show that the hypothesis of the co -composition rule (Section 4.5) is met, 
by breaking (BODY* (bsI + b, b2) BODY * (bs2 +&b,)) into the four pieces: 
tl =BoDY*, 
tz=blsl+&bz, 
t3 = BODY*, 
t4=b2s2+&bI. 
The remainder of the proof is similar to the previous fair-wmr,E termination rule. 0 
Strong-fairness assumption. An alternate fairness assumption for a guarded iter- 
ation is called strong fairness. Under this assumption, an infinite path must execute 
each branch infinitely often, provided that the branch’s guard is true infinitely often. 
In other words, an infinite path may eventually ignore a branch, provided that the 
branch’s guard is eventually always false. Algebraically, the strongly fair infinite paths 
can be expressed as 
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Intuitively, this expression says that a strongly fair infinite path may execute a finite 
number of iterations (BODY*), but eventually it must either execute direction 1 (b, s1 ) 
or go into a loop where guard 1 remains false ((!&b2Q’). And similarly for 
direction 2. 
Program assertions about strongly fair guarded iteration can be proved with the 
following rule, based on the strongly fair termination rule of [S]. 
Strongly fair termination rule. Let (I, <) be a well-founded set and for each kZ, let pi be 
a guard such that 
(i) for all k (1 <k<2): [pibk] sk [pi], 
(ii) either [pibl] ~1 [VjCipj], and 7’ERM(pi,8, bzsz), 
or CPibzls2CVj<iPjl, and TERM(pi,~2bls,)* 
Also suppose that p implies Vjelpi. 
Then TERM(p,~o~~*(b~s~+(j;~b~s~)~)~~~~*(bs~+(i;~b~s~)~)). 
Proof. We can show that the hypothesis of the m -composition rule (Section 4.5) is met, 
by breaking BODY* (bsI +(6, b2s2)OD) BODY* (bs2 +(62bl~l)m) into the four pieces: 
tl = BODY*, 
t3 = BODY *, 
The remainder of the proof is similar to the previous fair-wmLE termination rule. •i 
6. Semantic completeness 
We have given rules which are sufficient for proving program assertions for 
programs of the forms: 




IF b THEN s ELSE t 
WHILE b DO s1 OR s2 (fair) 
DO-OD 1OOp 
Weakly fair DO-OD loop 
Strongly fair ~0-0~ loop 
Some of these rules are semantically complete. That is, it is always possible to prove 
program assertions of a given form by using the corresponding rule. For example, the 
addition rule states that [p] s+ t [q] if and only if[p] s [q] and [p] t [q].,But in general, 
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the rules are not semantically complete. In Section 8, we give examples of assertional 
s-rings where the composition and infinity rules fail to be complete. 
Ideally, we would like our rules to be semantically complete, since this guarantees 
that the rules are as strong as possible. This section gives a condition for all the rules in 
this paper to be semantically complete. 
Theorem 6.1 (Completeness theorem). Suppose that 
(i) the Boolean algebra of guards is a complete Boolean algebra, so that for any set 
W of guards, V W exists; 
(ii) the composition rule is semantically complete, so that [p] st [r] tfand only tfthere 
exists some q with [p] s [q] and [q] t [r]; 
(iii) the infinity rule is semantically complete, so that TERM(p, s) if and only if the 
hypothesis of the infinity rule is met. 
Then each of the rules of Sections 4 and 5 are also semantically complete. 
Proof. The proof consists of a sequence of lemmas, showing that the three conditions 
imply that each of the indicated rules is semantically complete. These lemmas are 
given in the remainder of this section. 0 
It is not hard to show that the hypotheses of the completeness theorem hold for the 
s-ring of strict relations; hence, all the indicated rules are semantically complete when 
programs are represented by strict relations. In particular, the fairness rules are 
complete-and the demonstration of that completeness comes from completeness of 
simpler rules. This may be easier than the usual direct proof in [S]. 
For the remainder of this section, we will assume the hypotheses of the complete- 
ness theorem, and use this assumption to prove the “sequence of lemmas” mentioned 
in the proof of Theorem 6.1. Prior to this sequence of lemmas, we will prove a few 
results about useful guards called kernels and domains, which are guaranteed to exist 
by the hypotheses of Theorem 6.1. 
6.1. Kernels and domains 
The first hypothesis of Theorem 6.1 is that the Boolean algebra of guards is 
complete. Intuitively, this assures use that there are “enough” guards around. In 
particular, it allows us to define guards called kernels and domains, as follows. 
Definition 6.2. Let s be an element in an s-ring S where the Boolean algebra of guards 
is complete. The kernel oft (denoted by KER(S)) and the domain of s (denoted by DOM(S)) 
are defined by 
KER(s)=V{~EGUARD~(~S=O} and DOM(S)=~{(PEGUARD~I~S=S} 
In the s-ring of strict relations, a state d satisfies DOM(S) provided that (d, e)Es for 
some e. For any s-ring, KER(S) is always the complement of DOM(S). This property and 
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other properties of kernels are summarized below. The first three of these results 
require only the first hypothesis of the completeness theorem, while the remaining 
three results require the first two hypotheses. 
Theorem 6.3. KER(S) = DOM(S). 
Proof. By the infinite DeMorgan law, DOM(S)= V{J%GUARD~I~S=S}. But ps=s 
iff.js=O since if s=ps then jk=jps=Os=O, and if @=O then s= ls=(p+p)s= 
ps+js=ps+O=ps. Therefore, DOM(S) = V { j%GUAR& 1 ps = 0}, which is just 
KER(S). 0 
Theorem 6.4. KER(S)S = 0 and DOM(S)S = s. 
Proof. The first equality follows immediately from the continuity axiom and the 
definition of kernels. The second equality follows from 
S=~S=(KER(S)+DOM(S))S=KER(S)S+DOM(S)S=~+DOM(S)S=DDM(S)S. q 
Theorem 6.5. KER(S+ t)= KER(S)KER(~). 
Proof. Let A={pIps=O} and B={pIpt=O}. Then 
The third equality is not valid for arbitrary A and B, but in this case it is allowed since 
A and B are downward closed. 0 
Theorem 6.6. st = 0 if and only ifs DOM(~) = 0. 
Proof. Assume that s DOM(~) = 0. Then by Theorem 6.4 we have st = s DOM(~) t = Ot = 0. 
On the other hand, assume that st =O. Therefore, [l] st [0], and by the second 
hypothesis of the completeness theorem, there exists some guard q such that [l] s [q] 
and [q] t [O]. For this value of q the two assertions can be rewritten as: 
(1) sq=O, and 
(2) qt = 0. 
From (2), we have that q is below m(t) in the Boolean algebra of guards or, 
equivalently, 4 is above DoM(t). But recall that the order on the guards is the 
summation order, so there exists some p such that 4 = p + DoM(t). Finally, since sq = 0, 
and the s-ring is zero-sum-free, this implies that s DoM(t) is also 0. Cl 
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Theorem 6.7. KER(SC) = KER(S DOM(~)). 
Proof. 
KER(St) = v { p 1 pSt = 0) = v { p 1 jLS DOM(t) = O> = KER(S DOM(t)). 
The second equality is from Theorem 6.6. 0 
Theorem 6.8. [KER(s*~)] s [KER(S* t)]. 
Proof. From Theorem 6.4 we have KER(S* t)s* t = 0. Since s* = ss* + 1, this implies 
that KER(S* t)ss* t = 0. From Theorem 6.6, this implies that KER(S* t)s DOM(S* t) = 0. 
This last equality is just [KER(s*~)] s [KER(s*~)]. 0 
4.2. Completeness of the iteration rule 
We can now use kernels to demonstrate the completeness of the iteration rule. 
Lemma 6.9. Assume the hypotheses of the completeness theorem, and that [q] s* [r]. 
Then there exists a guard p such that q implies p, and [p] s [p], and p implies r. 
Proof. Define p = KER(s*?). We will show that this choice of p meets the three 
requirements. 
Step 1: Show that q implies p. 
We must show that q is below p in the Boolean algebra order. From [q] s* [r] it 
follows that qs* ?= 0 and, therefore, q is below V {q 1 qs* ?= 0) = KER(S* f) = p. 
Step 2: Show that p implies r. 
From Theorem 6.4 we have ps*?= KER(s*F)?=O. Since s* =ss* + 1, that implies 
that p(ss* + l)?= 0, and from the zero-sum-free axiom we must have p?= 0. This 
occurs only if p implies r in the Boolean algebra, which is the result we need. 
Step 3: Show that [p] s [p]. 
We must show that psj=O, which is done here: 
pSj=KER(S*f)Sj (definition of p) 
= KER(SS* f+ ?)Sj (s*=ss*+l) 
= KER(f)KER(SS*?)Sj (Theorem 6.5) 
= KER(?)KER(SDOM(S*?))S~ (Theorem 6.7) 
= KER(?)KER(Sj?)Sj (definition of p) 
= KER(f)O (Theorem 6.4) 
=o (guard times 0 is 0). 0 
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6.3. Completeness of the WHILE rule 
The semantic ompleteness of the WHILE rule follows from the semantic omplete- 
ness of the iteration rule and the infinity rule. 
Lemma 6.10. Assume the hypotheses of the completeness theorem, and that [q] 
WHILE boos [r]. Then the following two conditions hold (where or is a join in the 
Boolean algebra of guards): 
Partial correctness. There exists a guard p (the “loop invariant”) such that q implies p, 
and [ pb] s [p], and p implies (b or r). 
Termination. There exists a well-founded set (I, <) and a guard pi for each &I such 
that 
(i) for every iEZ: [pib] s [Vj<ipj], and 
(ii) q implies Viptpi. 
Proof. 
[q] WHILE b DO s [r] =S [q] (bs)” + (bs)* b [r] (definition of WHILE) 
a [q] (bs)” [r] and [q] (bs)* b [r] (addition rule) 
*[q] (bs)” [r] and [q] (bs)* [b or r]. 
By hypothesis (iii) of the completeness theorem, the first assertion in the last line 
implies termination. By Lemma 6.9, the second assertion in the last line implies partial 
correctness. 0 
6.4. Completeness of the fair--WHILE termination rule 
Semantic ompleteness of the fair--WHILE termination rule follows from the semantic 
completeness ofthe infinity rule. The proof is omitted, since it is just a simplification of 
the proof of Lemma 6.13. 
Lemma 6.11. Assume the hypotheses of the completeness theorem, and that 
TERM(p, t* bsl t*bss), where t = (bsI + bs2). Then there exists a well-founded set (I, <) 
and a guard pi for each &I such that p implies Visrpi and for each iEZ: 
(i) for all k (l<k<2): [pib]sk[pi], and 
(ii) for some k (l<k<2): [pib]s,[V,<ipj]. Cl 
6.5. Completeness of the DO-OD termination rule 
In this section, we show that the DO-OD termination rule is semantically complete 
for proving termination assertions of the form TERM(p, BODY), where BODY is defined 
as blsl + b2s2. Throughout the rest of Section 6, we will always take BODY to be 
defined in this way. 
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Lemma 6.12. Assume the hypotheses of the completeness theorem, and that 
TERM(p, BODY). Then there exists a well-founded set (I, <) and a guard pi for each 
igZ such that p implies Vi.tpi and for each &I: 
for all k (l<k<2): [pibk]sk Vpj . [ 1 j<i
Proof. By hypothesis (iii) of the completeness theorem, the assertion TERM(p, BODY) 
implies the existence of a well-founded set (I, <) and a guard pi for each icZ such that 
p implies Vi.,pi and for each iEZ 
CPiI BODY V Pj * 
[ 1 j<i
Since BODY = blsl + bzsz, the addition rule states that this is equivalent o the two 
assertions: 
CPilblsl V Pj and [PiI b2S2 V Pj - 
[ 1 j<i [ 1 j<i 
And this is equivalent o the two required assertions: 
Cpib,lsl V Pj 
[ 1 j<i and CPibzls2 ,yiPj f 0 [ 1 
6.6. Completeness of the weakly fair termination rule 
This section shows the semantic ompleteness of the weakly fair termination rule, 
for proving termination assertions of the form 
TERM(p,noDY*(bIsI+b1b2)noDY*(b2s2+62bI)). 
Recall that this is the form of termination assertion that is needed to prove termina- 
tion of a DO-OD loop under the weak-fairness assumption. 
Lemma 6.13. Assume the hypotheses of the completeness theorem, and that 
TERM( p, BODY * (b, s1 + 6, b,) BODY* (b, s2 + 6, b,)). Then there exists a well-founded 
set (I, <) and a guard pi for each &I such that p implies ViE,pi and for each ie:I: 
(i) for all k (l<k<2): [pibk]sk[pi], and 
(ii) for SOme k (l<k<2): [pibk]Sk[Vj<ipj], and pibk implies Vj<ipj. 
Proof. By hypothesis (iii) of the completeness theorem, the assertion 
TERM(~,BoDY*(~~s~ +b, b2)BoDy* (b2s2 +b,b,)) implies the existence of a well- 
founded set (Z-I, <) and a guard Pi for each iEH such that p implies VioHpi and for 
each ieH 
[pi]BODY*(b,S,+b,b2)BODY*(b2S2+62bl) [ 1 Vpj * jci
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We will use this well-founded set H to construct another well-founded set I which 
meets the requirements of the lemma. 
Let I = Zf x { 1,2} be the well-founded set with an ordering defined by (j, m) <(i, n) if 








where t1 = b1 s1 + 6, b2, and similarly for t2 = b2 s2 + 6, bl . It remains to show that this 
definition of the set I and the guards Pin meets the requirements of the lemma. We do 
this in three steps, given below. 
Step 1: Show that P implies Vti,n)EIPin. 
We know that P implies VisHPi. Therefore, it is sufficient o show that for each iEH, 
Pi implies Pi2. The proof for an arbitrary iEH: 
CPiI~nv*~~aonv*t2CVj<iPjI 
~piBODY*tlBODY*t2Vj<iPj=O 
*PiBODY* tl DOM(BODY*tZ Vj<ipj)=O 
*/liBODY*tlPi1 =O 
*pi DOM(BODY* tl piI)= O 
*pipi =O 
*Pi implies Pi2 
(given about Pi) 
(definition of assertion) 
(Theorem 6.6) 
(definition of Pil) 
(Theorem 6.6) 
(definition of Pi2) 
(meaning of “implies”). 
Step 2: Show that for all (i, n)d and for k= 1,2: [pi,b,] sk [pin]. 
We show this only for n=2, since the case of n= 1 is similar. For both k = 1 and 
k=2, we have: 
[KER(BODY*~~&)] BODY [KER(BODY* tljil)] (Theorem 6.8) 
* CPi2I BODY CPi2I (definition of pi2) 
* [Pi21 bksk hl (blrsk is one term of BODY) 
*CPi2hlSkCPi21 (associativity). 
Step 3: Show that for all (i, n)eZ there exists k such that [pi,b,] sk [ V~j,m)<(i,n~Pj~], 
and Pinh implies Vtj,m)<(i,n)Pjm* 
We show this only for n =2, since the case of n= 1 is similar. For n=2, we can 
always choose the value of k to be 1. For n=2 and k= 1 we can show that 
CPinbkIskCV~j,n)<(i,n)PjntI: 
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pi2 BODY * tl pi1 = 0 (Theorem 6.4) 
*pi2 ltrjil =O (BODY * = BODY (BODY *) + 1, 
and zero-sum-free) 
*Pi2blslEl =O 
and Pi261bzPil =O (tI =bIsl +&b2, and zero-sum-free) 
*CPi2b1lsl [Pill (definition of assertion) 
*CPi2bllS1 CV ( j, m) < (i, n) Pjml (consequence rule) 
TO show that Pin& implies V(j,m)<(i,n)Pjm for n=2 and k=l, first note that 
pi2 51 b2 PiI = 0 in the third line above and prove that pi2 Z;, 8, piI = 0 as follows: 
g2 b2 = 0 and & bI = 0 (definition of a guard) 
- - - 
jpi261~2bZ+piZblb2bZbl =O and 
- - -- 
Pizbrbzbl +Pizblbzbz=O (properties of guards and s-ring axioms) 
- - --- 
*pi2 bl b2 b2 ~2 + pi2 bl b2 b2 bl= 0 and 
- - - - 




pi2blb2(blsl+b2s2)(blsl+b2s2)*(b2s2+E2bl)=0 (s-ring axioms) 
-- 
*pizZl 62(bls1 +b2~2)*(b2~2+E~b~)=O (closure axiom) 
~pi2~1~2(blsl+b2s2)*(b2s2+~2bl)Vj<ipj=0 (s-ring axiom) 
*pi2 gI& BODY * t2 Vj < iij = 0 (definition of BODY and t2) 
-- 
*pi2 bI b2 DOM(BODY* t2 Vj< ijj) = 0 (Theorem 6.6) 
- - 
*pi2 b, bz?il =O (definition of PiI). 
Combining these two equalities we get 
-- 
So, by the meaning of “implies”, pi251 implies pi1 and so, by the consequence rule, 
pi2 6 1 implies V( j, ,,,) < (i, 2j pjm 3 as desired. 
These three steps complete the proof. 0 
6.7. Completeness of the strongly fair termination rule 
This section discusses the semantic completeness of the strongly fair termination 
rule, for proving termination assertions of the form 
TERM(p,BoDY*(b1s1+(~1b2s2)m)~DY*(b2s2+(~2bls1)m)). 
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Recall that this is the form of termination assertion that is needed to prove termina- 
tion of a DO-OD loop under the strong-fairness assumption. 
Lemma 6.14. Assume the hypotheses of the completeness theorem, and that 
TERM(~,BoDY*(~~s~ +(& bz~Z)m)~~~* (b2s2 +&b,s,)“)). Then there exists a 
well-founded set (I, <) and a guard pifor each iEZ such that p implies Vierpi andfor each 
iEl: 
6) for k=L2: [pih]Sk[PiI, 
(ii) either [pibl]sl [Vj<ipj], and TERM(pt,btbzsz), 
or Cpibzls2 CVj<iP_/l, and TERM(pi, bzbt~l). 
Proof. In the proof of this lemma, we let tl = bI s1 +(bt b2s2)O0 and, similarly, we let 
t2 = b2s2 +(b2 bIsI)m. By hypothesis (iii) of the completeness theorem, the assertion 
TERM(p, BODY* tl BODY* t2) implies the existence of a well-founded set (H, <) and 
a guard pi for each irzH such that p implies ViEHpi and for each iEH: 
CPiI BODY* tl BODY* t2 [ 1 xi Pj * 
We will use this well-founded set H to construct another well-founded set Z which 
meets the requirements of the lemma. 
Let I = H x { 1,2} be the well-founded set with an ordering defined by (j, m) < (i, n) if 
and only ifj < i or (j = i and m = 1 and n = 2). For each (i, n)EI, we define a guard pin as 
follows: 
pi?= KER(BODY* JZl jil)+ 
It remains to show that this definition of the set Z and the guards pi. meets the 
requirements of the lemma. We do this in three steps, given below. 
Step 1: Show that p implies Vti,n)EIpin. 
This is identical to Step 1 in the proof of Lemma 6.13 (except hat the meanings of 
tl and t2 are now changed). 
Step 2: Show that for all (i, n)EZ and for k = 1, 2: [pinbk] sk [pi,]. 
The proof is the same as in Step 2 of Lemma 6.13. 
Step 3: Show that for all (i, n)oZ, there exists k such that [pin bk] sk [V, j,m) < ti,n)pjm]. 
We show this only for n=2, since the case of n= 1 is similar. For n=2, we choose 
the value of k to be 1. We obtain [pi2 b,] st [ V(,,,,) <ti,n)pi,,,], as in the first part of 
Step 3 of Lemma 6.13. To show TERM(pil,Z;1b2s2): 
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Pi2BODY*tlPil =O (Theorem 6.4) 
*pi2 ltijir =O (BODY * = BODY (BODY *) + 1, and zero-sum-free) 
*pi2(61 b2s2)” jil= 0 (definition of t1 and zero-sum-free) 
=c- TERM(pil,El bzsz) (definition of TERM). 
These three steps complete the proof. •! 
7. Completeness of the composition and infinity rules 
We have proved the semantic completeness of each of the proof rules of Sections 
4 and 5 under the assumptions that 
(i) the Boolean algebra of guards is a complete Boolean algebra; 
(ii) the composition rule is semantically complete; 
(iii) the infinity rule is semantically complete. 
This section discusses the assumptions about the completeness of the composition 
rule and the infinity rule. 
7.1. Preliminaries 
First we mention some properties of guards, domains and kernels that are useful in 
the discussion that follows. We write p+q for “p implies q in the Boolean algebra of 
guards”. If p, q are guards and P, Q are arbitrary sets of guards, the following results 
are easy consequences of the laws of Boolean algebras: 
(1) p+q iff pj=O iff pq=p. 
(2) If p+q then j+j. 
(3) If p+q and q+p then p=q. 
(4) If PcQ and VP and VQ exist then VP+VQ. 
(5) If p-4 then DOM(SP)+DOM(Sq) and KEA(Sq)-+KER(SP). 
7.2. Semantic completeness of the composition rule 
Theorem 7.1. Assume that the Boolean algebra of guards of S is a complete Boolean 
algebra. Then the following are equivalent: 
(1) For all s, t: SC = 0 implies s DOM(~) = 0. 
(2) For all s, t : st = 0 if and only if s DOM(~) = 0. 
(3) The composition rule is semantically complete. 
proof. 
(l)*(2). This is immediate since if s DOM(~)= 0 then st =s(~o~(t)t)= 
(S DOM(t))t = Ot = 0. 
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(2) a(3). Suppose that statement (2) holds and that for guards p, r and arbitrary 
elements , t, [p] st [r]. We need to find a guard q such that [p] s [q] and [q] t [rl. 
Consider q = KER(tr). This guard q exists because the Boolean algebra of guards is 
complete. Here are the proofs of [p] s [q] and [q] t [r]: 
C PI St Crl (given) 
opstr= 0 (definition of an assertion) 
ops DOM(tf) = 0 (by (2)) 
ops KER(tF-) = 0 (Theorem 6.3) 
opsq = 0 (definition of q) 
4Pl SC41 (definition of an assertion) 
and 
KER(tf)tf= 0 (by Theorem 6.4) 
oqtr= 0 (definition of q) 
-Cd t Cd (definition of an assertion). 
(3)+(l). Now suppose that the composition rule is semantically complete and that 
st =O, for some elements  and t. Then 
st = 0 (by hypothesis) 
*lstG=O (since S = 1) 
*c11stco1 (definition of an assertion) 
3 there exists a guard q such that 
CllsCql and CO Co1 (by hypothesis). 
For this guard q we have qt =O, which implies q DOM(~) =0 and, hence, 
4 DOM(t) = DOM(t). Therefore, 
S DOM(t) =S@DOM(t) 
= 0 DOM(t) (since [I] s [q]) 
= 0. 
This completes the proof of Theorem 7.1. 0 
7.3. Semantic completeness of the infinity rule 
Theorem 7.2. Assume that the Boolean algebra of guards is a complete Boolean algebra 
and that the composition rule is semantically complete. Then thefollowing are equivalent: 
(1) For all p and s: p = DOM(SP) implies p + DO. 
(2) For all s: DOM(S~)=V{PIP=DOM(SP)}. 
(3) The infinity rule is semantically complete. 
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Proof. 
(l)+(2). Suppose that whenever p=oo~(sp) then ~+DoM(s~). Then, for any s, 
V { p 1 p = DOM(SP)} + DO. On the other hand, 
DOM(SDOM(SOD))=DOM(SSm)=DOM(Sm), 
by Theorem 6.7 and the infinity axiom. So, DOM(S p 1 p= DOM(SP)} and, therefore, 
DOM(Sm)+V{PIP=DOM(SP)}. c ombining these two results, we get DOM(S~)= 
V{P[P=DOM(SP)}, as desired. 
(2) * (3). Suppose that for any s, DOM (S “) = V ( p ) p = DOM (sP)}. Furthermore, sup- 
pose TERM (p,s) holds for some p and s. We prove that the infinity rule is semanti- 
cally complete by showing that TERM(p, s) can be proved with the infinity rule. That 
is, there exists a well-founded set I and a guard pi for each ill such that 
_ P+Vi.IPi; 
_ for every iEZ, [pi]S[Vj<ipj]* 
For every ordinal number b, define ps to be KER(S~, < ,p,)) and let 1 be some ordinal 
number whose cardinality is larger than that of the set of guards in the assertional 
s-ring S. Then the required well-founded set I is the set of ordinals less than A. Here is 
a sketch of the proof. It is straightforward to show that the guards ps are totally 
ordered by -+. Then there exists a fl< A such that ps = ps+ 1, since the cardinality of 
A is greater than that of the set of guards of S. For this /I, G= DOM(S&) so 
pS+ DOM(S”) (by hypothesis (2)) and, therefore, KERN + Va < I(p,). Then, since 
P+l<A(PB), P-+L<l (pa), by the consequence rule. Finally, it is immediate from 
the definition of pa that [ p,J s [ Va < B (p,)] for all /? < II. 
(3) = (1). Suppose that the infinity rule is semantically complete, and suppose that 
4 is a guard such that q = DOM (sq). We want to show that q + DOM(S~). Here is a sketch 
of the proof. We first prove that if p is a guard such that TERM( p, s), then pq = 0. 
Since the infinity rule is assumed to be semantically complete, if TERM(p,s) then 
there exists a well-founded set I and a guard pi for each icl such that 
(*) P+Vi,IPi; 
(**) for every icl, [pi]S[Vj<ipj]. 
We can show that for all iEl, pi4 = 0, using well-founded induction on i. Then using 
this result and (*), we can show that for any guard p such that ps” = 0, pq = 0 and, so, 
KER(s~)-+~ or 4 --f DOM(S~), as required. 
This completes the proof of Theorem 7.2. q 
8. Incomplete assertional s-rings 
The previous results give conditions under which the composition rule and the 
infinity rule are complete. The following examples how that these two rules are not 
complete for all assertional s-rings. 
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Example 8.1. Consider the 4-element assertional s-ring defined by 
It is tedious, but straightforward, to verify that these tables define an assertional s-ring 
with a complete Boolean algebra of guards (0, l}. The composition rule is not 
complete for this assertional s-ring. Consider the assertion [l] ss [0], which holds 
since 0= 101 = lss 1 = 1.~6. However, no guard satisfies the requirement of the com- 
position rule for a guard p such that [l] s [p] and [p] s [O]. For p = 0, [l] s [0] does 
not hold even though [0] s [0] does. For p = 1, [l] s [l] holds but [ 1) s [0] 
does not. 
Example 8.2. Consider the trivial 2-element assertional s-ring defined by 
Again, it is tedious, but straightforward, to verify that these tables define an 
assertional s-ring with a complete Boolean algebra of guards (0, l> . The composition 
rule is also complete for this assertional s-ring; however, the infinity rule is 
not. Consider the assertion [l] 1” [0], which holds since 11 m6 = 101 =O. In 
this particular case, the infinity rule requires that we find a well-founded set of guards 
W such that 
(1) 1+//W 
(2) for all PEW, [PI 1 CV,,,d. 
By (l), V W= 1; so, 1 E W. Consider the set of guards {qe WI q c l} required 
by (2) when p=l. Either (q~W~q<l}={O} or {qEWIq<l}=Q). In either case, 
//(q~WIq<l}=Oand,so,[l]l[V,.,q] doesnotholdsince llo=l. 
Example 8.3. Section 2.2 motivated the definition of assertional s-rings by considering 
strict binary relations on a set of states. Now consider all relations on a set D, with the 
union of relations for “ + “, composition of relations for “ * “, and reflexive and 
transitive closure of a relation for “*” as before but with x m = 0 for all relations x. 
These relations and operations also form an assertional s-ring with a complete 
Boolean algebra of guards. Again, the composition rule for this assertional s-ring is 
complete, but the infinity rule is not. Example 8.2 is a special case of this, where D is 
a one-element set. 
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